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ocratid Leaders Gives Li
The Runaround at .88th Clon4res
By Harry Bridges

London
allsHE VISIT to Great Britain has already proved to be well worth while
primarily because of the excellent cooperation we've received from the top
officials of the Transport and General
Workers Union. '
Frank Cousins, General Secretary of
the TGWU and Tim O'Leary, Secretary
of the Dockers Section of the giant
transport union, have been most cordial and cooperative in making our arrangements. They, along with the local
and district officials, have done everything possible to answer our questions
and show us how their union and the
stevedoring industry operates.
The TGWU is by far the most powerful union in England, with nearly
two million members. The dock workers
are just one section in this unified and
integrated transport union, which also
embraces teamsters, bus and barge
men, and warehouse workers. The union functions in behalf of all these
groups, and the country survives;
whereas in the United States the mere
talk of a transport conference on mutual problems of mechanization did
jurisdiction—not integration into one

(From The 1)Npatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C.—Billed as the
most "interesting session" in years, the
86th Congress convened January 7 and
immediately demonstrated that liberals
face a major challenge if they are to
realize the promise of the November
elections.
In the opening round battles, Senate
Majority Leader Lyndon Johnson and
House Speaker Sam Rayburn ,showed
that, at least for this stage, they have
firm control over the heavy Democratie

majorities, largest since the mid-thirties.
It was also clear in the opening days,
from the- tone of the President's State
Of The Union Message, that Congress
will dominate the scene, with the Administration confining itself pretty
much to the negative role of guarding
the nation's purse strings.
Another fact of considerable significance was a clear-cut indication that
the Democratic leadership is determined to pass a labor-reform measure.

"Don't Go Getting Any Ideas, Son"

As Rayburn put it, after a conference
with AFL-CIO President George Meany,such legislation is a "must" this year.
GOP LEADERS BATTLE •
Republicaps provided the only battle
over leadership posts. In the Senate, a
band of GOP liberals lost out in a move
to block election of the Old Guard nominee, Sen. Everett Dirksen (Ill.), as
floor leader but did succeed in naming
Sen. Tom Kuchel of California as second in command.
In the House, a. GOP rebellion unseated Joe Martin as party leader after
a 20-year reign. His successor, Rep.
Charles A. .Halleck, is just as conservative as Martin but is considered a
more vigorous floor operator.
Differences in the Democratic ranks,
submerged in the unanimous reelection
of their Congressional leadership, developed around liberal-led moves to
open the door for a more progressive
legislative program by trimming down
the power of the House Rules Committee and curbing the fight to filibuster.
The fight in the House was called off
early when Speaker Rayburn made it
plain' the Rules Committee would remain as is., What the liberals got was
a pledge .from Rayburn that all important legislation approved by standing

union—is enough to start talk of legit,-

committees would be cleared for action.

lation in Congress, produce newspaper
editorials and all the. other signs of
hysteria.
We have visited the port of Liverpool
in north England and various parts
of the port of London—the largest port
in the world. Although these columns
will not aim at giving a full report—
which will be prepared on our return
after we have seen enough to work out
some comparisons and differences and
to draw some conclusions—some of the
striking highlights of what we see and
learn in England and elsewhere will be
reported here.
On the one hand—no night work and
no work after Saturday noon is the rule
in London, Liverpool and other British
ports. In London, for example, the day
shift is normal from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Overtime work, when necessary to finish ship, continues to 7 p.m. and brings
four hours of pay for• two hours of
work.
It's rare indeed for work to continue
through the night and the only ships
which ever do this are American vessels. The unions here hold as a union
principle that overtime is voluntary.
The men are all registered under a
National Dock Labour Board, a government board with union representation,
(Continued on Page 2)

LIBERALS RESENTFUL
Many liberals, openly resentful of
this outcome, expressed the idea that
the Rules Committee- battle had merely
been 'postponed and would boil up again
when key legislation is bottled up by
the reactionary coalition which dominates the Rules unit.
The main battle came in the Senate
where a • bipartisan group of liberals
sought to change the ,famed filibuster
rule by • making it possible, after adequate time for debate, to shut. off talk
by a majority vote.'
Countering the liberal proposal was a
compromise offered by .Lyndon Johnson with the backing of the entire Senate leadership except for 'Sen. Kuchel.
Johnson's plan, only a step removed
from the longstanding filibuster rule,
would permit debate to be ended. by
two-thirds of those present and voting.
From the very outset Johnson seized
the initiative. On the first real test of
strength, a motion that would open up
rules for revision by a majority vote at
the start of each session, he outscored
the liberals by a vote of 60 to 36.
As the second week of the new session got underway. it was taken for
granted that the filibuster fight would
conclude on'the basis of Johnson's proposal, or something very close to it.
VICTORY FOR, JOHNSON
All,told, it was an impressive victory
for Johnson's moderate approach and •
a sign that any bold new steps in the
civil rights or welfare field will meet
tough sledding.
One explanation for the comparatively easy triumph scored by Rayburn
and Johnson was a reluctance by liberal
forces to force a showdown. Many made
it clear, in corridor gossip, that they
preferred to move slowly, building and
consolidating their strength, with '
grass-roots backing, over legislative issues.
The main theme of the President's
State of the Union Message, a. demand
to hold down government spending, left
no doubt that liberals in both parties
will soon have ample opportunity to
prove their mettle.
-Reading between the lines, it's obvi(Continued on rage 7).

Statistical note:
Profits Up,Jobs Off
, NEW YORK — "Profits Aplenty
Awaiting in '59"—that's the headline over a story in the January 3
issue of Business Week.
"Unless a lot of people are badly
mistaken," the story notes with satisfaction, "there'll be nothing 'profitless' about the prosperity that is
building up for the US in 1959.
• "As things look now, business
stands to make money, a lot of
money. Profits are the brightest spot
in the generally bright outlook for
business over the next 12 months."
The forecast came as a US report
announced a 300,000 drop in employment in December.
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Brown Tops Ceremonies
Opening New Building
SAN FRANCISCO
Edmund G.
(Pat) Brown, governor of California,
will head the list of speakers tomorrow
(January 17), when the San Francisco
Bay Area Longshoremen's Memorial
Association and Local 10 of the International Longshoremen's & Warehousemen's Union dedicate their new million
dollar auditorium-hiring hall and its
companion administration building
near Fishermen's Wharf.
Other speakers, announced by President- Martin Callaghan and SecretaryTreasurer George Walsh of the association, will be Mayor George Christopher of San Francisco, Mayor Clifford
R. Rishell of Oakland, the Rev. Stephen
Fritchman, pastor of the First Unitarian Church of Los Angeles, J. Paul
St. Sure, president of the Pacific Maritime Association, Henry Hill, A.T.A.,
the designer of the buildings, Dan Del
Carlo, secretary-treasurer of the San

Francisco Building and Construction
Trades Council, Ed Rainbow, secretary
of the Boilermakers Union, Louis Gold;
blatt, secretary-treasurer of the ILWU,
Antonio Rania, president of ILWU
Local 142 of Hawaii, and Mr. Callaghan.
The Most Reverend Hugh Donohoe,
auxiliary bishop and vicar general of
the Archdiocese of San Francisco, will
deliver the invocation, and the benediction will be given by the Rev. H. T. Boswell, pastor of Jones Methodist Church
in San Francisco. William H. Chester,
vice president of the association and
ILWU regional director for Northern
California, will be master of ceremonies.
ILWU President Harry Bridges, who
is also chairman of the board of the
association, is on a six-week tour of
European and Near East ports. Greetings from him will be read by ILWU
Board member Henry Schmidt.
(Continued on Page 7)
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By rarkry Bridges
(Continued from Page 1)
and all are union members. The younger men on the job are almost
vxclusively the sons—and even grandsons—of dock workers.
They shape twice a day and are hired by foreman under the
usual system of certain men and gangs shaping for the "free
call" before the docks at which they're accustomed to work.
Men not chosen in the free call have to report at the local
Dock Board office and make themselves available for whatever
work has been phoned in, there. About ninety per cent of the
jobs are filled at the free call; the remaining ten per cent are
dispatched through the government hall call control centers.
Those not hired are paid "availability pat." With two calls each
day and one on Saturday the men are guaranteed slightly less
than $18 each week if they don't work, and physically show up
for each call—eleven in all.
Average pay in the industry runs around $38 per week and
average hours are about 44.
- In addition to the shape-up the other practice in England
which is in sharp contrast with the ILWU practices on the West
Coast is payment under a price rate. A sort of collective incentive
is set for each gang—they are paid so much .a ton depending
upon the cargo, the conditions, etc.—and this piece work scheine
is the method by which the dock workers have raised their salaries to the present levels. Wages are the highest they have ever
been in the history of the industry. But you can be sure that they
put out for every shilling they make.
Mechanization is just beginning to come into the industry.
Much like our experience, coastwise trade has been lost to rail
and truck. While containers, vans, and new mechanized gear are
becoming more significant.
The British docks, like those in continental Europe, all have
mobile cranes. And these handle most of the loading and discharging between dock and hold, and lighter and hold. In addition—as we observed—some vessels operate using both the
shoreside cranes and the ship's gear.
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ONGSHOREMEN are longshoremen the world over. And the
men in London , or Liverpool have the same demands and
most of the same beefs as those in New York or Seattle.

L
ORLD TRADE means peace," Soviet
Deputy Premier Mikoyan told assembled businessmen at a dinner sponsored by the
San Francisco Area World Trade Association.
Few Americans will disagree with that statement.

os W

Nor will they disagree with Mikoyan's further statement that "more trade, more tourists,
more cultural exchange could bring about
greater trust and make it easier to break down
the barriers" between the two countries.
Mikoyan's flying visit to the US was the
first by a high Soviet official for several years.
It emphasizes the need for greater contact between the two countries, and is itself a modest
step towards better understanding.
While rowdy demonstrations by relatively
small groups of refugees from Eastern Europe
stole the headlines on Mikoyan's visit, they did
not speak for America. We suspect that the
general trend of public opinion was more nearly
expressed by the friendly reception accorded
Mikoyan by businessmen, newspapermen and
other groups.

HE San Francisco Chronicle.spoke for most
citizens when it denounced the demonstrators for "hoodlumism in liberty's name," and
said that they brought discredit not upon
Mikoyan or the Soviet Union but upon the
demonstrators themselves, and upon San Francisco, their adopted city, and upon the United
States of America."

T

But we would not take these outbreaks tpo
seriously. They succeeded chiefly in bringing
into sharper focus the fact that substantial
sections of the American public want peace and
understanding with the Soviet Union rather
than extension of the cold war or that greatest
disaster of all, nuclear war.
Far more significance should be attached to
the applause Mikoyan won for statements urging trade and peace between the US and the
Soviet Union from groups far removed from
the Communist viewpoint.
"If the world's business leaders can get together," Mikoyan told San Francisco businessmen, "the politicians will have to follow."
We believe the statement should be amended
to include the world's working people. It has
always been the position of the ILWU that
trade unionists have a critically important contribution to make to the cause of peace.

T IS ENCOURAGING that some American
I business leaders like Cyrus Eaton are urging
an easing of the cold war, and that many others
are interested in exploring the expansion of
East-West trade. But workers as well as businessmen, church leaders and other groups
should speak up for peace. Contacts and visits
are needed between trade unionists as well as
between businessmen and diplomats. That is
one reason ILWU President Harry Bridges is
now touring Europe and the Middle East. He is
one of many helping to develop the people-topeople contacts that help dispel misunderstanding and tension.
Workers no less than business have a stake
in peace. They have the stake of survival
shared by all citizens. But they also have the
bread-and-butter stake of jobs that comes with
peace-time trade between all countries. That
is why the ILWU, now winning increasing support from the West Coast business community,
seeks to break down the trade barriers between
the US and China, seeks to end an absurd
foreign policy based on the proposition that 650
million Chinese do not exist. It is why the
ILWU has consistently supported steps to increase trade with all the nations of the world.
As peoples come to know each other, to visit
each other, to trade together, it will be harder
to incite the tensions and conflicts that lead to
war. Certainly one thing Mikoyan learned here
is that the American people want war no more
than do the Russian people. We hope that
tcittrists, businessmen and trade unionists from
both countries will expand on the friendlier
relations opened up by Mikoyan's visit.
As someone has said, you cannot hate a man
you know. Trade leads to knowing.
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Right now one of the main goals of the British dock workers
is an industry pension. Their federal pension is so inadequate

that men of seventy and even over eighty years of age are still
shaping up to find a day's work on the dock.
Pensions are necessary to meet the new machines and the
manpower displacement which accompanies it. The newspapers
in England are full of stories of "redundancy" as they call it in
coal mines, machine shops, etc.
There is no reason why British shipowners who pay into the
ILWU-PMA pension fund on the West Coast of the United States
can't do the same thing for the dock workers in England. Same
cargo, same ,ships, same companies. Pensions for the dock workers at one end and not for the dock workers at the other.
These are some of the work practices and union demands we
have learned about. They point up the common nature of longshore problems and the way toward unified or common action to
win gains for all.
The English dock workers are good union men and hard
working on the job. They are the militant backbone of the union
movement and have done much to help build the British labor
movement. Like dock workers elsewhere they are cocky and proud
of what they have and they don't hesitate to tell you how much
better their port or their part of a port is than another.
Because of the piece work system they really bArgain each
day before they go to work. As someone said jokingly, "They'll
discharge flour one day at the contract price and then demand
more the next day because it's stowed with the label down." They
try, anyway.

INCE EACH ship and each cargo differs, no matter how detailed the rate book becomes, there's always room for a difference of opinion. And the dock workers here—like those in the
States—can usually find a reason why a penalty or a differential
ought to be paid.
It seemed to us that the worst aspect of the piece work deal
was that it pitted the workers against each other and put a premium on youth and strength. A gang doesn't want an older man
because he'll slow up the pace and thus reduce the earnings of all.
The pay for making yourself available is obviously a real
advance. But these dock workers have to show up twice each day
and the payments when they don't find work is not enough to live
on for a man and his family.
These things are not said because we believe that these people don't know what's good for them or how to improve their lot.
They do. And they're damn good trade unionists who need little
guidance from us in the United States. So ‘far we've seen little
evidence. of the kind of forceable conformity which is the line of
the AFL-CIO today.
Their problems are clear. And they well understand the dire,c- tion in which they must move to bring about some changes in
their conditions on the,job. Like workers everywhere, it's easier
to see the problems than it is to put together the drive to put a
real program across.
Like us, these dock workers know that working people move
ahead only through their united efforts and through The solidarity
and support they get from their fellow workers elsewhere. It's
well that we remember this if they ever ask us for help.
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Canada Sets hit
ILWU Convention
VANCOUVER, B. C:—The first
convention of all ILWU locals in
Canada will be held here January 31
and February 1.
The last meeting of the British
Columbia District Council set the
convention- date in belief that it was
high time representatives of all 12
ILWU locals in the Western ports of
Canada came together.
Major speaker at the convention
will be J. R. Robertson, first vice
president of the ILWU and director
of organization.
Main purposes of the convention
are:
To consolidate ILWU organization
in Canada.
To map plans for extending organization.
To win a master contract covering
all ILWU ports.

Local 8 Elects
Officers for 1959
PORTLAND — International Executive. Board member Charles Ross will
head ILWU Local 8 for 1959. Ross was
elected President over Ernie Baker, the
incumbent, by a vote of 517 to 470.
Other officers are:
Vice President, Bob Mann; secretary,
Everett Ede; -business agent, Bud
Huden; labor relations committee,
Robert P. Gebhardt and Floyd Kilby;
regular dispatcher, Fred Winter; night
dispatcher, Paul Chimenti; earnings
clerk, Steven Budiselic; marshal, Floyd
A. Tovey; trustees, Ernie Baker, C. H.
Anderson and M. J. Eddy; Columbia
River District Council delegates, Francis J. Murnane, Ernie Baker and C. L.
Noonan.

an Revolution
,..ons of Op
A better outlook for Cuban trade
unionists and workers is expected to be
one important result of the successful
revolution early in January against the
regime of Fulgencio Batista.
Batista, deposed as President by
rebels led by Fidel Castro, had incurred the hostility of Cuban labor
leaders who charged him with a "reign
of terror" against the unions.
Castro, on the other hand, had substantial labor support. A general strike
against Batista was one of the principal
tactics used by the Castro forces.
A Wall Street Journal dispatch from
Havana, January 5, said that "Mr.
Castro was reported to have asserted
some of:the sugar industry's profits
should be used to raise the standard
of living of the country people in Cuba."
The ILWU, which has maintained
friendly relations with the Cuban labor
movement and especially with its sugar
union, has long been concerned with
Batista's attacks against the unions.
In July, 1958, the ILWU received a
letter from R. Avila, general secretary

ment, look forward to the restoration of
democratic liberties in Cuba and the
immediate freeing of Jose Maria Perea
and other union leaders similarly in]."
prisoned."
Partly as a result of the weakening
of the Cuban labor movement, U.S.
capital poured into Cuba. About $400
million was invested in Cuba during
the past five years. Firestone Tire &
Rubber,International Telephone & Telegraph and Owens-Illinois Glass Cornpany were among the companies which
opened new plants and expanded Cuban
operations to take advantage of -low
wages.
Despite the Batista government's unpopularity with most Cubans, it continued to receive aid from the U.S. In
1958 it received $570,000 from the International Co-operation Administration.
Spokesmen for _the Castro rebels
charged that the U.S. State Department was backing Batista and trying
to balk the revolution. The State Department denied the charges. But U.S.
Ambassador Earl E. T. Smith, a target
of charges by the Castro forces, resigned his post in Havana soon after.
the Batista regime was overthrown.

Joint Oregon
Legislative
Action is z-_,RZEI

SEATTLE—Ralph Galer was elected
piksident of Checkers Local 52 ILWU
in the union's annual election. Earl Kolloen was elected vice president, and

G. L. Weller was picked as secretarytreasurer-business agent. Other officers
are:
Dispatcher, Roy D. Potter; sergeantat-arms, J. C. Clark; executive board,
H. E. Ellis, J. W. Deyling, E. J. Monahan, E. B. Tracy, G. P. Bell, C.•F.
Wendle and R. B. Collins; labor relations committee, E. F. Sears, C. W.
Otto and Arthur Drugge; alternates,
B. G. Stablein, F. K. Bcown and J. K.
Gilmore; trustees,, Glen Springgate,
0. L. Fahlenkamp and J. J. Barclay.

Eas'". Bay Amiliary
Picks New Officers
r7

Vice President Daniel J. Donovan of the Infernational Longshoremen's Association died last
month at his East Boston home at the age of 64. Shown above(
(left) with Senator
John Kennedy (D-Mass), Donovan was one of the most colorful figures on the
Boston waterfront for more than a quarter of a century. He was an ILA vice
president for 23 years. A life-time opponent of former ILA President Joseph P.
Ryan, it was Donovan's proud boast that "we are rough, but we're not crooked."
Old-timers recall that Donovan came over to the ILA from the old Knights of
Labor and that shortly after World War I he led a strike against the British
Cunard Line in behalf of Irish freedom. Donovan was a member of the ILA delegation that came to the West Coast in November 1957 to study conditions in
ILWU hiring halls.

LOViannZ:°,re VieVer

Eaton, in Letter to The Din
Cyrus S. Eaton, Midwest industrialist
and outstanding critic of prevailing
U.S. foreign policy, thinks labor and
business ought to join in speaking up
for peace.
In a letter to Editor Morris Watson
of The Dispatcher, Eaton called attention to an editorial in the Financial
Post of Toronto, leading Canadian financial journal, warning that Secretary
of State John Foster Dulles is leading
the world "straight to catastrophe."
"The imminent 'nuclear catastrophe,'
against which the editorial warns,"
Eaton wrote to Watson, "would mean
the utter ruin of our great industrial
complex.
"The politicians and generals who
seem bent on leading us straight to this
tragedy, have little or no stake -in industry. Can labor any more than business afford not to speak up for a saner
and more sensible foreign policy?"

Workers

of the Cuban Trade Unions International, reporting the disappearance of
Jose Maria Perez, leader of the Cuban
Transport Workers. Avila charged that
the Batista government had secretly
arrested the labor leader.
"Since the end of 1956," Avila informed the ILWU,"terrorism has been
intensified. December that year
brought 'Bloody Sunday' during which
25 people, including 13 workers, leaders in the American monopoly-held
sugar industry, were killed in the east
of the country. Twenty people were
murdered in Santiago de Cuba and on
October 16, a further 21 were killed
at Bayama."
Responding quickly to the appeal
from Cuban labor, ILWU SecretaryTreasurer Louis Goldblatt protested to
Batista:
"The ILWU has spoken out against
this kind of oppression and terrorism
of union leaders wherever it has taken
place. We condemn the anti-democratic,
anti-union outrages in Cuba. We, like
the rest of the American labor move-

Seattle Checkers
Elect Officials

OAKLAND—ILWU Auxiliary 17 in
the East Bay announced these officers
for 1959: President, Wenonah Drasnin;
Vice President, Bessie Joseph; Recording Secretary, A. Geron; Treasurer,
Janice MacLeod.
Executive Board members at large
are Gwyn Arnold, Jonell Daniels, Willie Franklin, Ernestine Horton, Elizabeth Kanowitz, Elzaide McGee, Sue
McKinzie, Idalynd Rutter, Ethel Terrell, Welhelmina Westbrook.
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PORTLAND,Ore.—A legislative subcommittee of the Columbia River District Council- met with AFL-CIO heads
last week• to discuss joint legislative
.goals for the year.
The discussion centered on the following eight points, council secretary
Kneeland Stranahan said:
Repeal the state anti-picketing law.
-Unemployment: Work for fund
solvency; broaden coverage; revise contribution structure; eliminate the one,
Week waiting period and fight employer-sponsored restrictive amendments.
Workmen's compensation: Liberalize
provisions and benefits.
Taxes: Preserve the ability-to-pay
principle intact; resist all sales taxes,
including cigarette tax.
Minimum wage: Beat the federal
rate.
Push for collective bargaining rights
and conciliation for all public employes.
Time off for voting: Four hours—.
no loss of pay, if any or all of these
hours are part of the work shift.
Reaffirmation of labor's historic op.*
position to wire tapping.
Sub-committee members, in addition
to Stranahan, who met with the AFLCIO group were Francis J. Murnane of
Local 8. and Ernest Baker,- who has
been the CRDC's representative at
Salem for the past several sessions of
the Oregon legislature.
The trio met with J. D. McDonald
and J. T. Marr, president and executive
secretary of the AFL-CIO state council;
and George Brown, political education
director of the AFL-CIO group.

BidsLabor

The editorial from the Financial Post,
"In this situation, as Mr. Eaton
enclosed by Eaton, follows:
argued pursuasively in a recent talk at
"In the mi 1st of the frightening din of Cleveland, it's imperative as never bethe propagnAda war, Cyrus Eaton is one fore that the nations discuss their difof the very few American voices from ferences in a cool and reasonable manthe business world calling for sanity ner.
and realism in international affairs.
"What is wanted, on the part of both
Dissenting bravely from current U.S. the U.S. and the Communist bloc, is
dogma, he asserts that American for- clear recognition of each other's right to
eign policy, as conducted single-handed exist, prosper and be secure, a search
by the fanatical John Foster Dulles, is for compromise answers to difficult
leading the world straight to nuclear questions, an attempt at friendship and
catastrophe.
reconciliation.
"It may have been possible, fifty or
"Instead, as Mr. Eaton points out,
fewer years ago, for a rational govern- the world hears a never-ending hymn
ment to contemplate using war as a of hate, led by Mr. Dulles and echoed
method of making its will effective; by a large chorus of politicians, genbut that day is gone forever. The two erals and journalists, against Russia,
super-powers now possess weapons that China and all their works. Under Mr.
could annihilate humanity; and nobody Dulles' guidance, the U.S. is acting as
can doubt that once a war started be- if the Communist system were an aftween them, these weapons would be front to American dignity, not to be
used.
tolerated permanently but some day to

ct for Peace

be wiped off the earth.
"There are two things terribly wrong
with this whole policy, as Mr. Eaton
says. It is, first of all, unrealistic in assuming that military power could destroy a system so firmly established
over so wide an area as the Soviet
system. But it is also extremely dangerous. As the world's experience hss
shown, a government can continue
preaching /hatred and building armaments only so long before it finds itself
involved in the war it professedly seeks
to avoid.
"Do we 'really want World War
Three? was the title of Mr. Eaton's ad.
dress. The answer, of course, is that nobody wants war, not the Americans, nor
the Russians nor any of the lesser,
nations. Nevertheless war is the inesi
capable end result of policies now being

purgied..
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ILWU, while proud of the health and welfare plans
N it has negotiated, recognizes the need for a national
health program. The International Executive Board
at its meeting last January adopted this statement:
"A national health program, including medical
services, hospitalization, and expansion of medical
education and research, is badly needed in the
United States."
This is a Teport on, some of the inadequacies of
present methods of meeting health needs, and the
chaotic condition of this country's health economics.
Various proposals have been made to bring order out
of-chaos here. In a later issue we will report on the
British National Health Service, as an example of one
country's method of meeting the needs. The intent
is to stimulate discussion. We invite letters to the
editor with your opinions on any of the issues raised
or suggested here.
Over the years the real issues have become somewhat befogged in a mass of slogans and labels. The
parallel with some employers' arguments to the public
on "right-to-work" legislation is worth noting. The
organized medical profession—The American Medical
Association and its branches—warns against "socialized medicine" and "compulsory health insurance"
just as General Electric attacks "compulsory unionism." AMA's whole-hearted approval now goes to
"voluntary" health plans (of certain types), and the
selling job is much like that done on "voluntary"
unionism.
AMA spares no dollars in its campaigns against
any kind of national health program. For instance,
every member doctor was assessed $25 for the 1949
campaign, providing $3.5 million to tell the public
that:
"The Voluntary Way is the American Way.
"In America, We Don't Like Compulsion.
"Compulsory Health Insurance is Political Medicine.
":01itical Medicine is Bad Medicine."
Not every physician agrees with the AMA position, but the individual .doesn't get much say. For
example, last year AMA refused even to take a poll
to see if doctors want Social Security coverage.

US Health Lags Behind
Many Other Countries
coMmercial insurance companies that sell
I health insurance have picked up the official AMA
pitch—they make money out of the present system,
or lack of system, in the American Medical setup.
You sometimes have to cut through a pretty heavy
fog to get to the point,- which is that.we, the country
as a whole, are not getting the quantity, kinds, and
often the quality of health care we could and should
be getting. Spouting slogans never made anyone
healthier.
Our medical setup has not brought us .the best
health in the world. Some indicators:
Our infant death rate is 26 per 1,000 live births.
Sweden has a better record-17. So do the Netherlands-19, Norway-20.6, and Britain-24.5. For
non-white babies in the U.S. the death rate is 45
per 1,000.
Average life expectancy for men in the U.S. is 67.3
years. Denmark, New Zealand and Norway do better,
and Sweden again tops the list at 70.5 years.
More significant than cold statistics is comparison
of what we have with what could be termed an adequate health program. An adequate program would
assure all the following (not listed in order of importance, as all are essential):
I. Emphasis on keeping people well, prevention
of illness and accidents that need never happen.
2. Continued service through the stages of health,
acute illness, prolonged illness, convalescence, and
•
rehabilitation.
3. Full coverage of services in the doctor's office,
in the hospital, anywhere needed, regardless of
how long care is required.
4. Enough well-trained personnel to furnish complete health care, physicians, dentists,- nurses and
other health workers—available where they're
needed, when they're needed.
5. high quality of service.
Underlying the development of any program like
this would be continued and expanded scientific research and more medical education.
Such a program sets high standards, but hardly too
high in the mattet.of health, which affects every facet
of life and enjoyment of life. High standards of health
care are in order for the. richest country with the
highest standard of living in the world.
Who in the U. S. enjoys this kind of health care?
The answer is no one. Congressmen and some other
government officials, sometimes vociferous in denouncing "socialized medicine," get much free service
from government clinics and hospitals, but, even they
'don't have complete coverage.
The very rich can pay as they go, but without
assurance of good quality of care. Nor does money
buy what isn't there to be sold. When an area has no
psychiatrists, the rich man gets no better personal
mental health care than the rest of us.
The poor can get care free, again provided there
are the health' workers and facilities .near 'them to
•
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give it, again with no assurances on good quality, and
little likelihood of preventive services. Most people
must wait until they are actually ill before free care
can be obtained.
Why shouldn't adequate, complete health care be
available to everyone in the country? Or why isn't
it? The answers are not easy to come by, but they
are rooted in the dollar, and in resistance to change.

Health Insurance
Offered—For A Profit
NE type of voluntary health plan that has AMA's
blessing, now that millions of people have purchased it, is commercial health insurance. The Health
Insurance Institute reported January 2 that some to
million people have some hospital expense 'insurance,
2 million—surgical, 33 million—medical (meaning
/
671
for physicians' non-surgical services).
The insurance companies are in the 'business to
make a profit, not to provide health care. Operating
for profit, they play no part in furthering the orderly
organization of health services. Their activities to
promote health, like industrial rehabilitation and
health education programs, are to save them money,
to cut claim costs. The AMA policy matches their
own economic interests.
Insurance does help pay some costs of hedlth services, but:
Emphasis is on hospital and surgical expenses.
Well over half of our health bills are for nonsurgical services outside of hospitals. This emphasis has side-effects. When a patient has hospital insurance only, he may get put in the hospital
for something that could be diagnosed or treated
as well or better in the doctor's office. Then what
the insurance company pays out rises, premiums go
up, and meanwhile someone who really needs hospital care may not be able to find an empty hospital bed.
As to surgery benefits, the temptation is presented
to perform unnecessary surgery—for the money, a
temptation not every doctor can rise above any more
than could others in a similar situation.
Many insurance policies pay $5, $10 or $15 per day
toward hospital room and board costs. The patient
pays the difference between this and the actual
charge; this runs about $23.50 per day in the San
Francisco Bay area in a four-person room, a charge
fairly typical of West Coast cities. The higher the
daily insurance benefit, the higher the premium.

O

Big Limitatio
In Medical Policies
HE story is the same on surgical. benefits, and
there is no guarantee the surgeon won't hike his
charge simply because you have insurance..
Many policies Pay for medical (non-surgical), care
in the hospital only, or if there is provision for office
calls,, benefits Usually start with the second or third
call. This saves the company money because you
often don't have to go to the doctor more than once
or twice. But what patient can determine whether
his cold is a, cold that will develop into pneumonia, or
whether,his scratch has. been infected with the germs
of lackjaw? This dfs.couraging of prompt. treatment
makes no sense from the point of view of good health.
Prompt treatment may mean the difference between
proinpt recovery and long-term illness and disability.
On the same lines, few policies pay any benefits
for 'checkups. For good health, people need a
cheekup at least once a year, and this fact makes
the procedure not a risk—in insurance terms—but
more or less of a certainty and so not a proper
subject of insurance. If,you're thinking in terms of
health, excluding checkups is the last thing you'd
do. They're one of medicine's best tools for early
detection of chronic. disease, increasingly important in our aging population.
Then there are time limitations, like 30 days in
the hospital. If you need more you're on your own..
Again the system, by its own nature, comes down to
money, not 'to provision of the services people need.
Your insurance . won't help you, if you live where
there aren't any doctors.
It won't help you select a competent doctor. The
health care bought with an insurance premium`is no
better and no worse than what you could buy without
insurance. If you happen to choose an incompetent,
that's too bad.
Higher prices, which insurance may enable you to
pay, don't necessarily mean higher quality. Health
service prices depend on many things besides quality,
as do prices for other goods. and services.
The one and only intensive quality study on a community-wide basis in 'the U.S. found "tremendous.
variation in the quality of medical care," with more
.than 44 percent of the physicians taking part in the
study doing "poor".work. There was no direct relation between quality of care provided by a physician
and his income. Some of the poorer doctors earned
more money than some of the better. ones, "hardly
surprising in view of the fact'that the lay public has
few valid criteria for assessing a physician's com-
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petence," notes a report sponsored by, the Rockefeller Foundation and the University of North Carolina.
Many of the inadequacies of insurance show up
equally in the Blue Cross, Blue Shield and various
Medical Association-sponsored Physicians' Service
plans, which ate run on a non-profit basis. These
plans cover millions of people, though not as many as
do the insured plans.
The United Auto Workers in Detroit withdrew from
Blue Shield because members had to pay about half
their surgical bills out of their own pockets. President
A. J. Hayes of the International Association of Machinists recently told a group of medical leaders:
"Blue Shield has become a benefit plan for doctors, not for the people; and if segments of the
medical profession persist in profiting from the illhealth of American workers, then we must and will
turn to a system of national health insurance."
Some five' million people are covered in service
plans—providing service instead of cash. These generally go much farther than the Insurance and "Blue"
plans toward full coverage, encouragement of preventive and early care, and controls on quality of care.
Growth of these plans is hampered by the organized
profession's tactics, ranging from attacks on their
legality to discrimination against doctors who work
in them, Richard Carter suggests why in his book
The Doctor Business:
"At bottom is organized medicine's petrified reluctance to have its fee privileges curtailed. It
knows that any program which proposes to guarantee the full medical costs incurred by subscribers
is going to have to supervise the physicians' bills."
In the service plans too there are-limitations, mostly
dictated by costs. There are still exclusions, such as
treatment for mental illness, one of our country's
most pressing needs.

Is illness A Sign
Of' Malingering?
N INNOVATION in commercial insurance is "ma- •
jor medical." It's sold, often on top of a regular
health insurance policy, to help pay costs of severe
illness: Among 'its features are a deductible and coinsurance—you pay a set amount before major medical pays anything, then you pay a set pqpc.entage of

A

the balance. ..

This is a money-maker'for the insurance companies,
based. on the same principle as a regular policy, insuring against that which is least likely to happen. It
tends to inflate charges: a doctor who wants to
qualify you for major medical, to get over the hurdle
of the deductible, may charge more just to do so. It
leaves you with an often unpredictable amount to pay
out-of-ppcket. It does nothing toward covering day'to-day medical costs, and makes no advances on the
issues of preventive medicine or quality of care, or
its availability.
There are arguments that payment by the patient
or his family gives them an interest in keeping costs
down, thus discouraging inflation. The trouble is that
having such an interest doosn't mean you can do
anything about what you. are charged. AMA has
spoken of the virtues of "individual responsibility"
and "dignity" in paying out of your own pocket. But
where's your "dignity" if you don't have the money?
And how do • you exercise, "responsibility"—by not
getting sick?
• There are elements in the medical profession that
would have you believe illness is a matter of individual
choice, if you can believe what you read. This is from
the New York State Journal,of Medicine, September
15, 1949:
"What does 'illness' mean? Cowardice, malingering, laziness, inala d a,ptatio u, cussedness, pure
worthlessness. „The Declaration of Independence
said that man was entitled to the 'pursuit of happiness.' Any man who wishes to pursue happiness
had 'better be able to stand on his own feet. Ile
will not be successful if he feels that he can afford
rto be ill." There are some things that just don't get done without organization and planning, and without a willingness on the part of everyone concerned to move a
little from past methods, to take a good look at what
is going on and what could be done, and work out one
or varied methods to meet the needs.
Planning for health services is on a level with planning for our schools. Everyone has a stake in the
results. We can't afford to waste our health resources
any more than our educational resources. And people
can have a say on financing and organizing, without
telling a doctor how he should treat . a patient any
more than they tell a teacher how to get his subject
over.
It will take considerable organization to provide
adequate health care to our older population. Over
65, it's been difficult to get in a health plan of any
sort. Now some coverage is being offered some places,
but of, a most limited kind. Thirty-one days of hospital benefits (noW being advertised) is better than
none, but it is not tailored to meet the needs of older
people. Nor is a policy offering nothing at all on
medical (non-surgical) services. It's significant the
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"over-65" policies are getting a big play now as Congress is opening, and bound to consider health service
proposals for our older people—the point is constructive action may be headed off by the argument that
present methods can do the necessary job.
There are other gaping areas of need: coverage for
the unemployed, cut off from work-connected benefits
and without the money to pay their own premiums;
nursing and convalescent home care; home nursing
services; diagnosis and treatment of mental illness
early when it hasn't gone too far, when the need for
hospital care may be prevented. We've just started
exploring the potentialities of dental care programs.

Finding The Answers:.
A job for Everyone •

FINDING

the answers is far from a matter of merely
spending more and more money, as big a problem
as the costs are.
The money's being spent here, but the pie isn't cut
evenly. We pay enough now to assure fairly adequate
health care to everyone, about the same proportion
of our national income-as the people of Great Britain
pay for their comprehensive care.
In the U.S., no one industry acting alone could
either bear the costs of supplying its 'workers and
their families the health care they need, nor organize the facilities. Planning an orderly system requires a broader base. Today we have the spectacle
of one union setting up a health center, right down,
the street from another union's similar center, and
neither used to capacity. It makes much more sense
and is more .economical to treat health as A community project.

It will take a broad base to overcome our growing
shortage of doctors and other health -workers. Estimates on shortages in the various fields vary, ranging
for physicians, for example;from 20,000 to 30,000 by
next year. Such over-all figures don't reflect the distribution problem. Some places; mostly rural, have
no doctors, while many large cities have plenty, attracted by the facts that there they have hospitals for
their patients, colleagues with whom to consult, a
better chance to keep their .training up-to-date.
The medical and other health personnel schools need
more money to train more people. AMA opposes
federal aid, effectively. Donations and fund drives
just don't fill the bill. We need a systematic Method
of encouraging physicians, including the various specialists, and other health personnel to work where the
need is greatest.. The United Mine Workers, proved

this can be done, attracting staffs to the hospitals it
built in remote areas that had never seen adequate
medical services.
We need systematic quality controls. Except in
isolated instances, the medical -profession polices itself today, and while it may find out the
‘incompetents,
rarely is anything done to protect the public from
them. Again, quality control is possible. In Stockton,
the San Joaquin Foundation for Medical Care, an
arm of the County Medical Society, has an effective
review committee. The group practices have other
methods, especially control of who is brought into the
group, and the opportunity to see that only those who
are competent continue in the group.
The difficulty in Widespread controls is the attitude
that no one has the right to check up on the profession, an attitude not founded in reason, No one

argues the fact that quality can be determined only
by those qualified to do so. This does not mean that
no doctor is qualified or entitled to pass on the work
of another.
In the field of health, as elsewhere, clinging to the
status quo means going backward. Richard Carter comments:
"There is nothing wrong with the cost and quality
of American medical care that cannot be improved
by consumer assumption of responsibility of the
terms and conditions under which consumer health
is maintained."
Health is a vital resource of .the country. If we in
organized labor are concerned with conserving our
.national resources, we have an obligation
to get to
work on the issue of improving our methods
of organizing and paying for health services.
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HONOLULU—"1959 will be a wonderful year—perhaps the most wonderful in history"—the year nations begin
to outlaw war—Nobel Prize winning
chemist Linus J. Pauling told Hawaii
viewers on a New Years day talk over
KGMV-TV, sponsored by ILWU Local 142.
But, he also warned that "America
is in greater peril than ever before in
its history. Next month may see the
whole continent reduced to radioactive
wasteland, with almost no one left
alive."
The broadcast grew out of a visit Dr.
and Mrs. Pauling made to see ILWU's
Honolulu headquarters December 30.
The staff asked if he would tell them
about developments in the movement
to prevent nuclear war and poisoning,
of which he is a leader.
What they heard, they found so important that they urged him to go on
TV so that others could know. He
agreed, even though it meant taking
time out of a brief holiday visit with
his son who lives here.
Highlights of his talks follow:
Many times man has thought that
new weapons were so terrible that they
would make war impossible. This time
it's true. Here's why.
The principal weapon of the U. S.,
USSR, and Great Britain today is the
20 megaton superbomb. "20 megatons"
means that it is equal to 20,000,000
tons of TNT. This is 7 times the explosive energy of all the explosives
used in World War II.
A small 5 or 10 megaton bomb on
Pearl Harbor would kill everyone on
Oahu in a couple, of weeks..
vims Warning Dr. Linus Pauling, noted Nobel prize winning scientisl, poses with ILWU Regional Director Jack W. Hall
TEN LIVES FOR $1
in Honolulu after felling the IL U staff there that 1959 could be a wonderful
For only about $100,000 you can year—the year
when mankind might outlaw war—but he warned there were
construct a bomb capable of destroying perils, too.
New York or Moscow, and, with good
luck, of killing 1,000,000 people.
Dr. Pauling says that he doesn't
Fifty bombs on Great Britain would will risk the wrath of world public
kill everyone, because nuclear fission opinion by allowing this conference to know all the answers, but as a scienproduces large amounts of radio-active fail. He expects an agreement to end tist, he knows how people find answers
tests, at least for a long period of time.
materials.
to problems these days. They set up
This is only a first step. Next we
The United States has 35,000 bombs,
must get agreement among all nations research projects—just as the HSPA
Russia has 10,000, Congressman Van
to stop manufacturing fission materi- and the Pineapple growers do. The naZandt estimated some time ago. So we
tions of the world should form a World
als.
are "ahead of Russia." Though it is
Peace Research Organization to find
It
wouldn't
help
much
to destroy exhard to see what good this does us,
isting stockpiles, Dr. Pauling believes. how to eliminate war.
since Russia now has enough bombs to
He sees 1959 as the great year of
They are too easy to replace; and if
kill everyone in the world.
they were gone it might encourage change, when nations will be forced to
But with all this power it is impossomeone to start a "conventional" war, follow international laws based on rules
sible for us to destroy Russia without
of morality rather than the age-old
that would later turn "nuclear."
being destroyed ourselves. And vice
And he doesn't think the big danger rule of tlational selfishness backed with
versa.
is that some Russian will decide the armed might.
No nation can win by a sneak attack,
time is ripe to wipe out the US. The
It will be hard for nations to make
without being hit back, because the
real danger is that some accident— the change, and we should negotiate
nuclear weapons cannot kill everyone
either physical or psychopathic—might carefully, he says, perhaps limiting
immediately. People live a few days
touch off the chain reaction of war be- arms first, and then gradually cutting
and can strike back.
fore anyone realized it was an accident. back.
ONLY DEFENSE IS PEACE
We need to work on agreements to slow
A golden future lies ahead if we can
It is silly to think that the nations down these processes.
say "no more war!" he believes.
can agree to limit wars to conventional
weapons. No country would be willing
to go down to defeat in a major conflict
because it had a gentleman's agreement
not to use its stockpile of bombs.
The only defense against nuclear war
VANCOUVER, Wash. — Some con- aid given to needy families, gifts of toys
is outlaw war.
centrated letter-writing to the new Con- for retarded children and election of
There is only one safe policy. That gress in Washington was mapped at officers.
is to stop this arms race and start set- the recent meeting of the Columbia
Auxiliaries represented were North
tling problems by negotiations and River District Council of ILWU Auxilagreements. World public opinion is iaries. Delegates unanimously resolved Bend, Rainier and Portland, Oregon;
already forcing the great nations to do to write their Congressmen and Sena- Longview and Vancouver, Washington.
this.
tors along these lines:
Last March US military and governTo urge modification or discarding
ment leaders were insisting on con- of Senate Rule
22 which sanctions filitinuing bomb tests—even though there busters in
the U.S. Senate. (See Conwas nothing left to be learned except gress story on Page 1.)
such small technical advantages as how
OLYMPIA, Wash.—John Shebly was
To demand curbing of the power of
to make a $100,000 bomb for $90,000.
elected President of ILWU Local 47 in
House
the
Committee
Rules
bottle
to
up
Yet within a few months, public
the election of 1959 officers last month.
opinion—including protests like the one liberal and labor legislation.
Other new officers are.
Abolition
Committee
McClellan
the
of
sent by ILWU Local 142—had forced
Vice President, George Wentworth;
the government to announce that we investigating the labor movement. .
The delegates also backed uniform dispatcher, James Levesque; recording
would suspend our tests October 31.
American and Soviet scientists meet- voting laws for the states, tax relief secretary, D. D. Andrus; labor relations
ing in Geneva in August had quickly with an increase in exemptions, a "good committee, Frank Andrews; executive
agreed that a network of 180 monitor- neighbor" foreign policy, repeal of the board, Dennis Andrus, Robert Miller,
ing stations could detect any violation Taft-Hartley Act provision giving a H. D. Smith and W. B. Needham.
of an international agreement to stop green light to state right-to-work laws,
Delegate to conventions and caucuses,
statehood for Hawaii, revision of the Frank Andrews; alternate to conventesting.
Now a second Geneva meeting is try- immigration laws and an end to cur- tions and caucus, Tom Pier; delegate to
ing to reach agreement on ending nu- rent prosecutions of trade unionists sub-district council, Carl Baier; deleclear tests. This meeting has continued under the Taft-Hartley Act.
gate to port commission, Ben Knittle;
for 2/
1
2 months. The USSR has already
The convention sent a check for $10 delegate to Chamber of Commerce,
agreed to accept inspection stations, to the Al Fisher Defense Committee. W. B. Needham; sergeant-at-arms, It.
manned by international personnel, on Fisher is a Taft-Hartley victim.
T. Costigan; janitor, F. W. Edgbert;
her soil.
Delegates reported on plans for an- delegate to governor's safety council,
Dr. Pauling believes that no nation nual Christmas parties in their ports, F. M. Andrews.
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eport on
Containers
Plaraila le
(Fronk The Dispatcher's %I ashington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — A 40-page
report on unitized cargo containers,
designed as a preliminary study of the
subject, has been released by the Federal Maritime Board.
Prepared by a management consultant firm, the report traces and
compares the evolution of cargo containers aboard ship in the United
States and in Western Europe.
Part of the study is devoted to handling of containers and their coordination wtih rail and truck transport services in containerizing cargoes for long
distance, door-to-door delivery on
through bills of lading from origin to
destination.
This introductory report will be followed by a comprehensive survey now
being prepared by several committees
working under the direction and guidance of the American Standards Association.
Copies of the report, entitled "Survey and Analysis of Cargo Containers
for Cargo Ships," may be purchased
from the Office of Technical Services,
U. S. Department.of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C., at a cost of $1.00 per
copy.

It's H.R. 50 & S.50
For Hawaii Bin
(From The Dispatcher's Wa,hington Office)

WASHINGTON; D. C. — The symbolic number H.R. 50 was given to a
bill, introduced on the opening day
of the 86th session of Congress, calling for statehood for Hawaii. The
companion bill in the Senate is S. 50.
Sponsored by Delegate John Burns
of the Island Territory, H.R. 50 is
looked upon by statehood supporters
as the last lap in the long legislative
battle to bring Hawaii into the Union
as the 50th state.
In '1957, on opening day, a bill
tabbed FI.R. 49 finally emerged as
authority for the 49th star on our
flag, representing the Nation's largest'State—Alaska.
Attempts to find a chemical cure for
cancer dates back to 1860 when arsenic
was used for leukemia, according to
an American Cancer Society report.

Auxiliaries Plan L
To Put Pressure on Washington

Olympia Local
Picks New Officers

Duveneck, director of
the Hidden Villa Ranch Camp at Los
Altos, Calif., holds the ship's bell
which will summon campers to assemblies and meals. The bell was a gift
from Pacific Far East Lines. William
Chester, Northern California Regional
Director of the ILWU, helped arrange

Useful Gift

for the gift.

Josephine
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Sugar Quotas
High—Wages
May Be Low

Local 26 Names Delegates
LOS ANGELES—Four members Of
Local 26 will represent the local at the
International ILWU con vention in
Seattle, Wash., in April.
They are Sid London, Paul Perlin,
President Hy Orkin and SecretaryTreasurer Lou Sherman.
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(From The Dispatcher's Washington Office)

WASHINGTON, D. C. — Industrial
sugar users won a resounding victory
over producers and workers in the annual contest to set a figure on estimated sugar consumption requirements
in continental United States.
As authorized by the Department of
Agriculture at year's end, the initial
estimate to meet requirements for the
calendar year 1959 is an unprecedented
9,200,000 tons.
This figure comes very close to
meeting the demands of the industrial
users, such as soft drink and bakery
concerns, who account for two-thirds of
the sugar consumed in this country.
They requested a 9.4 million ton quota,
including 200,000 tons for "emergencies."
MODEST QUOTA URGED
Although producers did not propose
a definite figure for the estimate, their
spokesmen made it clear that a "reasonable" figure, presumably not more
than 9 million tons, should be assigned
at the opening of the year.
The ILWU, concerned with protecting the welfare of sugar workers, urged
a modest quota pending additional
hearings (under certain provisions of
the Sugar Act) to review how the Department of Agriculture is discharging
its obligations to workers employed in
the various branches of the industry.
Significance of the contest over size
of the quota lies in the fact that a large
initial estimate, which projects the possibility of a surplus in supplies, tends
to depress prices for producers. Such a
condition, in turn, makes it tougher for
workers to win decent wages.
The high initial estimate announced
for 1959 compares with a consumption
quota of 8.8 million tons set at the beginning of 1958. The estimate for 1958
was gradually increased • to meet demand as the year progressed, a procedure that made available ample sugar
along with a stable price structure.
PRICES DROP
Industry circles here explain that the
Government, in setting the abnormally
high 1959 estimate, was primarily concerned with getting as much sugar out
of Cuba as possible and the larger
quota was needed to do it.
Whatever the explanation, the fact
remains that price quotations on the
New York exchange began dropping
January 2, with all indications pointing
to further declines.
The price break gave fresh emphasis
to a warning sounded by the ILWU at
the sugar quota hearing early in De-,
cember."A predictable result of an unrealistically high es tima e," warned
the union, "will be to catch the producers and the refiners in a squeeze
which in turn will make their constderation of their employees' needs in 1959
more difficult to resolve."
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they will take if they have to fight for a new agreement. Roy Sifuentes and Al
Mattos of Hapco Cannery are looking over names of ILWU families in Honolulu which they spot with different colored pins showing how many members
live in different parts of the city. Shiro Hokama, Pine Negotiating Committee
chairman, looks on.

IMAM Warns H.wail
Pineapple InduAry
HONOLULU—Hawaii's pineapple in- includes "the possibility of a strike or
dustry appears to be "following the lockout."
program adopted by the sugar planters
He made reference to Employer
and may well find'itself in a very dif- Council President, Dwight C. Steele's
ficult situation unless some very real public speech during the sugar strike
progress is made before the agreement wherein the employer's union chief asexpires at midnight January 31," says serted "the pineapple workers will not
ILWU Local 142 negotiators who have be as tough to deal with as sugar workbeen holding bargaining sessions.with ers."
"I only hope," said Hokama, "Mr.
the canning industry for more than two
months.
Steele doesn't force himself to find out
Representing more than 7 thousand 'the nature of our strength in the same
cannery and field workers, the union fashion he discovered .the strength of
leaders point out that "no material the sugar workers."
progress" has been made in the sessions
held with industry representatives.
So far, the industry has not even
given counter-proposals to the three
(Continued from Page Ili
basic demands: a 10 cent hourly acrossthe-board pay boost; the union shop; ens that the President is prepared to
classification adjustments for skilled fight a wide range of welfare proposals,
craftsmen, equipment operators and such as aid for education, federal astruck drivers; community warehouse sistance for distressed areas, improverates for palletizing and containerizing meet of social security and the like,
which have been defined as the manproducts for shipment.
In comparing pineapple talks with date of the last Congressional elections.
last year's sugar negotiations; Shiro
PRESIDENT'S PROGRAM
Hokama, chairman of the union's barOther highlights of the President's
gaining committee, pointed out that program included a requestfor a "stiff"
sugar employers failed to make any labor control bill, a promise of new
wage proposal until "just a few days proposals on civil rights, and a pledge
before the agreement expired." He to establish a commission of leading
pointed out that "pineapple workers citizens to outline a fresh set of goals
are as determined to obtain our de- for our society.
mands as were the sugar workers.
Congress, on its part, appears ready
"We hope that our demands will be to range high wide and handsome on
resolved at the bargaining table while the legislative front. Over 2,000 bills,
production continues, but come what with strong emphasis on expanded govmay, those demands Will be resolved.
ernment services, were dropped in the
"The only visible difference between hopper on the first day.
our negotiations and the talks which
Included in the outpouring of Incaslead to the sugar strike," Hokama ures were several proposals, aimed at
added, "is that pineapple has, nOt `posi- further liberalization of the Longshoretioned itself' on the basic issues as men's and Harbor Workers' Act, urged
sugar representatives did prior to and by the ILWU.
throughout the pre-strike bargaining
Actual work on legislation is still
period."
weeks away. For the next 10 days or
Asked for comment on the possibility so, lawmakers will be mainly occupied
of a strike, Hokama said the union is with the all-important question of cornpreparing for "any eventuality," which mit tee assignments.

SACRAMENTO—A statewide ILWU
legislative meeting here on January 14
mapped a vigorous action program at
the new session of the legislature.
Co-sponsored by the Northern and
Southern California District Councils,
the conference sought to organize a
vigorous campaign behind the ILWU
legislative program adopted at a meeting of the two councils in November.
In addition to council members, there
were also present representatives of
many ILWU locals. All locals throughout the state had been invited to send
delegates.
Two full-time ILWU legislative representatives, both present at the meeting, will help bring the union's program
to the attention of legislators.
The representatives are Mike Johnson, elected by the NCDC, and Nate Di
Biasi of the SCDC.
They pointed out that several bills,
backed by the ILWU, had already been
introduced in the legislature. These
include a $1.25 minimum wage bill introduced by Assemblyman Philip Burton (D-SF), the FEP bill sponsored by
Assemblymen Gus Hawkins (D-LA)
and Byron Rumford (D-Berkeley) and

Capitol runaround

Nate Di Biasi
52 others; a bill to provide partial unemployment benefits for fishermen introduced by Assent blym an Vernon
Thomas (D-LA) and a bill providing a
uniform statewide sardine season, also
introduced by Assemblyman Thomas.
Johnson and Di Biasi have opened an

Browp. Tops Ceremonies- for New Building
(Continued from rage 1)
ficers will be installed by ILWU Second
The Saturday ceremonies, which be- Vice President Germain. Bulcke. The
gin at 11 a.m., will be followed by a meeting will open with a prayer dereception. They will be the first of livered by Rabbi Sol White of the Conthree days devoted to dedicatory gregation Beth Sholom in San Franevents.
cisco.
On Sunday, January 18, the building
STORY OF A BUILDING
will be open to public inspection from
The decision .of the San Francisco
10 a.m. on. In the evening of that day, Bay area longshoremen to erect their
at 8 p.m., there will be a free public own auditorium, hiring hall and adconcert by the Sari Francisco Little ministration building was made July
Symphony orchestra conducted by 12, 1954, at a stopwork meeting held
Gregory Miller. The nutsic is provided by Local 10 of the International Longby the cooperation of Local 6 of the shoremen's and Warehousemen's Union
American Federation of Musicians, on motion of Germain Bulcke, a memAFL-CIO, through a grant from the ber of Local 10 and second vice presiRecording Industries Trust Fund.
dent of the ILWU.
Monday, January 19, will be open
At this meeting the membership of
house all day for all trade union mem- the local approved the purchase of a
bers of the bay area. In the evening city block- bounded by Taylor, Beach,
Local 10 will hold its first membership •Mason and North Point Streets. The
meeting in the auditorium and new of- property was purchased from the Pa-

cific Gas and Electric Company at a
price of $400,000. The terms were $40,000 down, another $160,000 in 90 days
and the balance to be paid in five years.
To help the longshoremen meet these
Michael Johnson
terms, Local 142 of the ILWU in Hawaii, consisting of sugar, pineapple, office at the Local 17 Building, 600
longshore and miscellaneous workers, Fourth in Broderick, Calif., across the
granted an interest-free loan of river from Sacramento. They urge all
$140,000.
ILWU locals to keep in touch with them
and communicate their actions and deBEST LOCATION
To erect and conduct the business of sires on legislation.
the projected building, the longshoremen authorized the setting up of the
Local 26 Installs Officers
San Francisco Bay Area Longshore- LOS ANGELES—Officers of Local
men's Memorial Association. To raise 26 for 1959 were installed January 8.
the money for the land and construc- They are President Hy Orkin, Vicetion, the longshoremen voted to.assess president George Lee, Secretary-treasthemselves $3.00 additional dues per urer Lou Sherman and Business Agent
month until each has paid $252. Many Tom Chapman.
have paid- in the amount in.full. Ground
They were elected in December, with
was broken on October 12, 1954.
a record-setting turnout of 1,082 voters.
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Two Books on the Struggle for Negro Rights

Southern Integration Battles
Described from the Inside
Martin Luther it
Jr.
Stride Toward Freedom.
Harper and Bros., N. Y.
ILWU Price $1.50

Anne Braden
The Wall Between
Monthly Revietv Press
ILWII Price $3.00

The 1934 longshore strike here on the
Pacific Coast marked the beginning of
the mass movement of American labor
that in a very few years accomplished
the organization of millions of workers
in the basic industries. If Harry Bridges
had immediately written an account of
that strike it might easily have become
a best seller.
Martin Luther King, the leader of
the Montgomery, Alabama, bus boycott
in 1955-56, has just written an account
of that boycott which deserves to be
read by everyone who is concerned with
the future of America. The Montgomery
incident, like the '34 Strike, was an
electric indication of basis unrest; The
scene has shifted from workers to
Negroes, but the struggle is in many
basic respects the same. The objective,
in both movements, is more democracy
and first-class citizenship; the method
is one of mass struggle; the opposition
comes from those who profit by exploitation. In both cases the whole world
is watching.
The demands of the Negros, formulated at huge mass meetings, were very
simple, very restrained, but very far
reaching: (1) guarantee of courteous
treatment; (2) passengers to be seated
on a first-come, first-served basis, the
Negroes seating from the back; and
(3) employment of Negro bus operators
on predominantly Negro routes.
Dr. King's book, Stride Toward Freedom, will be understood by every
worker fk.ho has been through a tough
strike where the employer and his allies
try every trick in the book to destroy
the unity of the workers so as to break
the strike. In Montgomery, the opposition ,circulated false rumors about the
integrity of the leadership, tried to
stampede the Negroes back into riding
the buses, resorted to mass arrests, injunctions and all sorts of legal maneuvers, and finally stooped to bombing
thejmuses and churches of the leaders.

hand account by a participant, in this
case a white southern woman, in one IT WILL not come as a surprise to any
members of ILWU to hear repeated
episode of the struggle. But in the
Louisville incident, reported by Mrs. again and again that we face a tough
Braden, there was no movement, no year. But it can also be a lively and
creative year for us, and we can win
mass action.
significant
gains that will set the stage
Acting entirely as individuals, and
for years. to come.
largely on impulse, Anne Braden and
We are going to find ourselves—as
her husband, Carl, bought a house in
an all white area just outside the city we have so many times before in the
limits of Louisville, Kentucky, and ILWU's vivid history—playing the role
transferred title immediately to a Ne- of pioneers. We are going to find new
gro family. All hell broke loose. The paths for an old problem. For this isn't
house was bombed and the Bradens the first time in the history of working
wound up in jail, convicted of sedition. people that they've had to face new
This book tells the story. You won't machines and new methods and threats
put it down once you have started it. to their livelihood and job security. We
have been planning new approaches to
It is as fascinating as a who-dunit.
this old problem, new ways of making
Her analysis, particularly of the segsure that our members keep their jobs,
regationists, is brilliant and convincing.
and what is more important, continue
She is scrupulously honest and fair.
to maintain high living standards, even
No one can read the book without
while the burden of work becomes
acquiring greater understanding of the
machinery.
attitudes of all concerned. She herself eased by
In other words, we are thinking of
was brought up in Alabama in an
aristocratic family. She explains how the near future when machines will
her deep-seated hatred of segregation work for the benefit of each worker,
grew out of her Christian upbringing. and not just for those who profit from
Carl's opposition to segregation by con- the use of machinery. That's why we
trast, grew out of a labor background. aren't running scared.; that's why we
His father was a railroad worker in aren't opposing mechanization. We
aren't opposed to progress — we just
Louisville.
want it to work in our benefit.
Though limited to a single episode of
At -a time such as this—with crucial
a small breach in the wall between, the
book has a far wider significance. The waterfront contract negotiatidhs slated
whole issue of integration is illumi- -to begin in less than four months—
nated, and not only as it concerns the .many of you may be surprised to hear
South. The main,conclusion that one talk about new organizing drives. Yet
must reach in reading the book is that it is a fact of labor history that you
a "gradual" solution is no longer pos- can never keep what you have, or imsible. The Negro people themselves' prove what you have already won, unless you keep on organizing the unhave ,too much momentum.
Ntvertheless, the book is far less organized. 'That's why we're thinking
satisfying for trade union readers than of 1959 as both a crucial year of negoDr. King's. There is no perspective for tiations—and a year of organization.
further action. One is left wondering
whether the Bradens' action in purchasing the house actually advanced arHE MOST important immediate job
the cause of integration. There is no.
II ahead of us is to keep a sharp eye
evidence marshalled to show this. out for any violations of our working
There was not even widespread sup- rights and our geographic jurisdiction.
In simple language, every job that goes
port among the Negro community.
The ILWU is happy to be able to across the waterfront to or from a ship
offer our members both of these books is longshoremen's work.
through the ILWU Book Club at a subThe seCond big job is to make sure
stantial reduction in the regular price. there are no unorganized workers in
Fill out the Book Club form on this any of the industries we have organized,
page and send it in with a check or who can be played off against any of
money order,---L. F.
our members and take away any of our

MORE THAN A TACTIC
Dr. King and the other leaders of the
boycott recognized that these tactics
were provocations, designed to provoke
violent retaliation. Their success in
forestalling retaliation is a tribute to
their leadership and was a prerequisite
to'their victory. 'Insistence on non-violence, at least in the case of Dr. King,
was not simply a tactic in the struggle
but stemmed from a basic social philosophy of non-violence. He discusses the
development of his own thinking and
devotes a whole chapter to describing
and characterizing "non-violence."
"Christ furnished the spirit and motivation, while Gandhi furnished the
method." (p. 85.)
The great importance of this book
arises from its recognition of the central importance of the segregation issue
to the whole United States. "The future
of America," he says, "is bound up with
the solution of the present crisis. . . .
If America is to remain a first-class
nation, it cannot have a second-class
citizenship." (p. 197).
Though other groups can assist—the
labor .movement and Northern liberals,
among others--the job must be done
by the Negroes themselves. Dr. King
says, "If the Negro is to achieve the
goal of integration, he must organize
himself into a militant and nonviolent
mass movement. All three elements are
indispensable." (p. 214). The big question left in the reader's mind is whether
this first dramatic militant, nonviolent
mass action in Montgomery will develop. into a groundswell in the same
manner that the 1934 longshore strike
marked the beginning of the mass organizing of the later '30's.
WHITE SOUTHERN WOMAN
SPEAKS
The Wall Between, by Anne Braden,
though it also deals with the Negroes'
struggle for first-class citizenship, is an
entirely different kind of book. Like
Stride Toward Freedom it. is a first
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OK CLUB
Author
King
Braden
Paul Robeson
Graphic Arts
Dan Gillmore
Lowenthal
Larrowe
Stavis
Boyer & Morais
Huberman
Killens
ILWU Staff
Author

Price

Regular Book List

Stride Toward Freedom.........$1.50 Hard Cover
3.00 Hard Cover
The Wall Between
1.00 Paper
Here I Stand
Art Calendar
1.00
1.00 Hard Cover
Fear, the Accuser
3.75 `Hard Cover
The FBI
3.00 Hard Cover
Shape-Up and Hiring Hall
2.00 Hard Cover
The Man Who Never Died
1.50 Paper
Labor's Untold Story.
1.00 Paper
Man's Worldly Goods
.50 Paper
Youngblood
.50 Paper
The ILWU Story
Price

DIVIDEND Book

One dividend book with each regular book purchased. Check your choice.
Conf. on Economic
Progress
The Gaps in Our Prosperity
Matusow
. False Witness
Milltown
Cahn

$0.25
25
25
Total

(Name)
(Address)
(City)
(Local)
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jobs by undercutting the wages or conditions we've won by so many years of
struggle.
Let's take a quick look at conditions
as they now stand in our various divisions.
In warehouse, majOr contracts have
been bedded down for the entire year.
The biggest problem for the union there
is to tighten up our service to the membership. In concrete terms this means
getting all major job beefs settled—
strengthening the union machinery to
follow through on all beefs. Proper
service to all members is the best possible way to get the members interested
in the.organization of the unorganized.
Sometimes the idea develops that because we've had our jobs safely organized for such a long time it is no
longer necessary to bring new workers
into the union. We lose sight of the fact
that a union must grow, or else; by
standing still it will start going backwards. In the Hawaiian Islands our
ILWU members understand this and
they are moving out, organizing in
many new fields with great success.
They're still young, full of battle and
they don't know the meaning of complacency or self-satisfied smugness.'
We can't be surprised if many workers resist organization. They've had
some pretty miserable pictures presented of unionism—especially the "respectable" brand called "business
unionism." This kind of union simply
"sells" a contract to the employer, without asking either the consent or approval of the workers involved. And
that is the last the workers see of their
union as far as service or leadership or
protection is concerned.

UR KIND of ILWU unionism is
just the opposite. Our' members
submit their demands, our members
follow through, with rank and file representation, and our members make the
final decisions on all contracts. And
they expect and they get service.
If we are to organize new workers, we
need entire rank and file participation.
We can be successful if each of you acts
as an example, and as a one-man organizing committee. Only a member
who has experienced real unionism—
not "business unionism"—can tell another worker what this means.
Here we might mention another type
of organizing. It's applicable to the
Waterfront division. This involves protecting our geographic jurisdiction—in
other words, every job `on the waterfront should be done by an ILWU member. Because the mechanization problems we face are so large, you might
say we have to reorganize ourselves—
reorganize our thinking, our planning,
our attitudes—in order to be prepared
for the fight that faces us.
Now, you might ask: why at a time
such as this, when we face a big struggle, do we talk about organizing? Isn't
this the time to worry about protecting
what we have and not worry about anyone else?
Well, we do want to protect what we
have. But we don't think this is possible
if the pressures from unorganized workers start to increase. Nothing is more
dangerous to unionism than a large
number of drifting, unorganized workers.
You can call it selfish if you want—
but organizing the unorganized is
healthy self-interest. It means protecting what we have, and gaining more,
while we also help other workers get
more. That's why we say, let's also
plan to make 1959 a year of intense
organizing activity.

O

Virtually every drug so far used
effectively against cancer in animals
and humans is capable of causing cancer itself, the American Cancer Society
says.

